FLAVORx Success Stories from Parents

It helped my 3 yr. old daughter to clear up a third round of Strep Throat. Two previous attempts it was a pure nightmare at Medication times until FlavorX saved day. I 100% recommend their services. It saved me so many headaches and so many shed tears. Thank You!

Lela M.

My 20-month old son, Hayes, does NOT do well with any kind of medicine. I haven’t been able to get him to take an antibiotic until our Pharmacist suggested adding flavor to the medicine. It’s a miracle worker! We added the grape flavor to his antibiotic and he’s easily downed every dose! Can I get an AMEN?

Haley B.

My son is epileptic and has to take 5 medications daily. We have wrestled with him for years to take them but thanks to flavorX he now takes his seizure medication with no problems. We are so thankful for that.

Megan G.

My little cousin had to take clindamycin liquid and I could even agree- it smelt like dirty socks. I made a request at the pharmacy and they helped us figure out how to flavor it since applesauce was not helping. The pharmacy flavored the medicine and it made it more manageable for him to tolerate. So happy that the pharmacy had this in stock as a way to help him take the medicine!

Michael D.

My 4 year old son has a hard time with medicine. I let him pick the flavor and he chose watermelon. I tasted some and the flavor was amazing, he absolutely loves taking his medicine, he has even told me what flavor to try next time. Very impressed with this flavor company.

Angelia C.

My son did not want to go to the doctor and he definitely did not want to take the medicine. When he realized his medicine tasted like bubble gum, he took it without a problem.

Hailey E.

Picked up my grand daughters prescription for strep throat and our pharmacist asked if I wanted her to flavor it. I had forgotten they had started offering to do this and appreciated her asking/reminding me of that service. My grand daughter is enjoying the grape flavor of her antibiotic.

Susan H.

My family loves the flavor RX program! I am a pharmacist and I have worked both retail pharmacy and currently hospital pharmacy. Having kids take their medications is so important and this program has been such a great success story for me in my job and now that I have kids of my own too. I helped implement flavor Rx at my hospital outpatient pharmacy. I love it and how it helps kiddos take their medications. Thank you!

Sally S.

My nephew absolutely hated taking any liquid medication. After my local pharmacist recommended FlavorRX, it was truly a blessing. My nephew began to enjoy the taste of the medication and took it without any fuss. A true lifesavor!

Lauren S.
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I recently purchased Tamiflu for my Grandchild & he hated the taste so I took it back to our local family owned pharmacy & asked for the flavoring to be added & My Grandson finished all the medicine with no problem!! Will Definitely use it again when needed & also will recommend it to people coming into the pharmacy I work at!

Barbara H.

Its been about a year since we first tried flavoring my children’s medication and honestly FlavoRx has been the best! I love how hassle free medicine time is now. My pharmacy even keeps a note of my sons favorite flavor, grape! Flavoring my children’s medication is a must. Thank you FlavoRx

Martha A.

We used FlavorRX for the first time and so far its great. She chose bubble gum flavor to help take her medicine for the next 10 days for her strep throat :-( Poor kiddo missed her last day of school

#FlavorRX

Amanda S.

My autistic son uses Flavorx in his Lactulose. He has to take it twice a day and without it being flavored there is no way he would do it.

Trinity R.

My daughter has had recurrent ear infections and has such an awful time taking her medicine. We started adding flavor to her meds and this has been a life saver. Her favorite is grape.

Michele M.

I am a mother of five kids and they all dislike taking medicine. But having the chance to change the flavor on the medicine they all are able to take they’re medicine when being sick.

Isabel H.

My baby has been having some bad ear infections and has had the flu as well its bad enough she felt horrible so adding some flavor to medicine that taste nasty helps out. So thank you for making it a little better.

Mara R.

I have always hate taking medicine and had to get some awful cough medicine & had it flavored at Borden Family Pharmacy with their machine & was able to take it without gagging. Thank you for providing this help.

Sandy Y.

I have a one year old that has not had to take medicine since birth. We got our first ear infection at 13 months and our pharmacy flavored our meds. We have had no issues with getting her to take it. Thank you Flavorx for making this an easy process!

Brandi B.
Our twin boys have had 2 ear infections within weeks of each other. The flavor in the medicine makes it so much easier for them to take. It’s usually a fight, but not with your wonderful flavors. It makes the best out of a bad situation! Thank you!

Sarah P.

My son doesn’t mind taking his medicine with the grape flavoring in it. Flavoring helps a lot when it comes to taking medicine. Good thing for the flavoring.

Angel A.

I got my daughter’s medicine at Borden Family Pharmacy in Cullman, Alabama. She hates medicine & took it great when I had it flavored with Flavor Rx. Thanks for helping my child take her medicine!

Meredith G.

My son has an easier time taking medicine that has a flavor he likes, so we were happy to hear about flavor! He had no problems taking his medicine!

Caroline W.

We have done strawberry banana and grape. The girls love the strawberry. This is so awesome that you can add these flavors. Makes it so much better for the children to take their medicine. Thank you.

Betty P.

Giving my niece her medicine was easy! She loved the bubble gum flavor!

Claire B.

My 2 yr. old hates to take medicine. I asked for his amoxicillin to be flavored Grape and he loved it. I had no problem getting him to take his medicine. Thank you so much.

Dennis W.

Because my son is autistic having the medicine taste like grapes made it easier to give it not just the texture of the medicine. It was the smell so it was great that when he smelled first he didn’t fuss about taking it.

Garrett B.

My granddaughter hates taking medication that’s why we use flavor RX on all her prescriptions. She had open heart surgery August 2017. Thank you flavor RX.

Karen S.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Story</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chris T.</td>
<td>Certified Pharmacy Technician</td>
<td>Taking required medication for better health is important, and it is important to me to be able to offer FLAVORx to help make it easier to get children to take medications that may not taste great.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher J.</td>
<td>Pharmacist Intern</td>
<td>I feel that it’s important to make medication an enjoyable experience for kids. With FLAVORx we are able to make medications more palatable for kids so they will want to take it. Kids need to trust medications and their pharmacist when they have to take something to make them better.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire B.</td>
<td>Certified Pharmacy Technician</td>
<td>So many kids don’t get the full benefits of their medication because they don’t like how it taste and spit some out. A lot of parents don’t know about FLAVORx until we tell them! I want the kids we treat to take their full doses of medication (maybe even remind their parents to give it to them) so they can get better without multiple scripts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dane C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>I had a toddler that was on a lot of liquid meds and mom always asked for the same flavor each time. The kid became apprehensive and combative to take any of his meds so I suggested expanding his flavor horizons and trying different flavors and to make sure he smelled the new flavor each time. Using the sense of smell is a powerful tool besides the flavor taste sense to make people less apprehensive and more compliant...except for some drugs like clindamycin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy L.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flavoring can be such a useful tool. I had a mom with a sick child last week that just looked miserable. Mom was worried that she was going to have trouble getting her son to take the medicine because he didn’t like trying new things. I offered the boy (and mom) a flavor list and suggested that he pick out his favorite personal “recipe”. The boy loved that he was a part of this process and was excited to try his medicine. Needless to say, Mom walked away very pleased and the boy left with a smile. :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda G.</td>
<td></td>
<td>For those of you who don’t know cleocin liquid has the worst taste ever, but every time I come across a customer I make sure I warn the patients this medicine is the worst so I always offer the flavoring options! Y’all are a life saver children will literally stop taking their meds if y’all didn’t exist! Have had many happy kids leave the pharmacy!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey F.</td>
<td>Certified Pharmacy Technician</td>
<td>I love making sure a child loves the flavor of his/her medication because that will also ensure less hassle for the parents as well as a happy, healthier kiddo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheena T.</td>
<td>Pharmacy Technician</td>
<td>FLAVORx is dedicated to children’s health and making medicine better for them. I feel like it truly makes a difference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey T.</td>
<td>Certified Pharmacy Technician</td>
<td>I care that little ones get to stay compliant to their medications regardless of the grossness of the medications supposed “cherry bubblegum” flavor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Success Stories from Pharmacy Professionals**

I love helping out parents and kids who struggle to administer/take unappealing medication.

Priscilla E.
Pharmacy Technician

As a parent myself I understand how difficult it can be to get children to take medication without a fight. FLAVORx gives us an advantage when dosing time comes up.

Maranda O.
CPHT

In my 10 years I’ve experienced many of children who have had problems taking their medications and I want to be able to help share the amazing changes that come with flavoring medications!

Dona I.
Level 4 Pharmacy Technician

I want to be able to better serve our smallest customers to make sure they take their medication and don’t spit it all over mom and dad!

Amanda L.
Pharmacy Manager

Flavorx is seriously the best thing invented for our little customers.

Amber W.
CPHT

I love being able to help the children and see a little smile on their sick face

Zina D.
Pharmacy Technician

I love helping kids be able to take medication easier

Loretta B.
Pharmacy Technician

I love helping our youngest patients obtain the flavors needed in order to take their medicine course

Nancy S.
Pharmacy Technician

Kids love this stuff! And their parents!

Darren F.
Lead Technician

I love helping out parents and kids who struggle to administer/take unappealing medication.

Loretta B.
Pharmacy Technician

As a parent myself I understand how difficult it can be to get children to take medication without a fight. FLAVORx gives us an advantage when dosing time comes up.

Maranda O.
CPHT

In my 10 years I’ve experienced many of children who have had problems taking their medications and I want to be able to help share the amazing changes that come with flavoring medications!

Dona I.
Level 4 Pharmacy Technician

I want to be able to better serve our smallest customers to make sure they take their medication and don’t spit it all over mom and dad!

Amanda L.
Pharmacy Manager

Flavorx is seriously the best thing invented for our little customers.

Amber W.
CPHT

I love being able to help the children and see a little smile on their sick face

Zina D.
Pharmacy Technician

I love helping kids be able to take medication easier

Loretta B.
Pharmacy Technician

I love helping our youngest patients obtain the flavors needed in order to take their medicine course

Nancy S.
Pharmacy Technician

Kids love this stuff! And their parents!

Darren F.
Lead Technician
I care for the little ones that don’t like disgusting tasting medicine

Maria S.
Certified Pharmacy Technician

I love being able to make the liquid meds better palatable. I hate when kids (or adults if that matter) refuse to take a medication because it tastes or smells bad.

Sarah O.
Pharmacy Technician

Most liquid medications have a awful taste and being able to flavor them for kiddos is awesome. Seeing the smile on their face when they get to pick out the flavor they want is priceless.

Candice F.
Lead CPHT

it is important to help children take their medicine to feel better. It is also helpful to the parents so they don’t struggle getting their children to take their medication.

Sara E.
CPHT

Been a fan of FLAVORx for years. Actually pushed to have it introduced in my market about 17 years ago. Love to find new ways to help kids (and their parents) to be compliant with taking their medications.

Lori R.
Pharmacist

I love making being sick easier on the parents and letting the kids pick from the wide variety of flavors for their medication.

Ashton C.
CPHT

I enjoy making suspensions taste great for children so they can feel better.

Robyn P.
CPHT

Children should be finishing their full courses of medication and improving flavor can help make that happen.

Kara H.
Pharmacy Technician

Children are our future and making sure their medication is correct and tastes great is crucial to keeping them well. Because let’s face it no one wants to take something that tastes bad. Many oral liquid medications taste awful and FLAVORx is a great tool in assuring medicine goes down easy.

Krystal M.
Lead Pharmacy Technician

I love being able to help children take their medicine to feel better. It is also helpful to the parents so they don’t struggle getting their children to take their medication.

Sara E.
CPHT

I love making being sick easier on the parents and letting the kids pick from the wide variety of flavors for their medication.

Ashton C.
CPHT

I enjoy making suspensions taste great for children so they can feel better.

Robyn P.
CPHT

Children should be finishing their full courses of medication and improving flavor can help make that happen.

Kara H.
Pharmacy Technician

Children are our future and making sure their medication is correct and tastes great is crucial to keeping them well. Because let’s face it no one wants to take something that tastes bad. Many oral liquid medications taste awful and FLAVORx is a great tool in assuring medicine goes down easy.

Krystal M.
Lead Pharmacy Technician
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I want to help kids want to take their medicine to feel better because it tastes better with flavor.

Katherine F.
Senior Pharmacy Technician

I absolutely love the favor rx and all that it does for our pharmacy and our patients.

Sara M.
Senior CPHT

Children should be able to take their liquid meds without being grossed out.

Stefanie Y.
CPHT

I enjoy helping my littlest patients have a more positive experience when it comes to taking their sometimes yucky medications.

Jamie M.
Pharmacy Technician

I love making it easier for children to take their medications.

Julia R.
Nationally Certified Pharmacy Tech

I love being able to make meds more tasty for kids so it’s not such a stressful time for parents or the sick child!

Amber H.
CPHT

We had a toddler that didn’t like the taste of her compounded prescription of pantoprazole and she would spit it out, so we suggested flavoring it so it would taste better. Mom appreciated not having to fight with her daughter to take the medicine.

Monica H.

I guess not everybody has heard of flavoring those yucky meds.. I offer it to everybody that has a liquid med.. even the older folk. They’ve never heard of it.. but they sure thank me when they come back and asked to be flavored again..

Tina R.

We have a teenage autistic patient that, since she was a small child, will have a “melt-down” if her medication is not strawberry-flavored. Her mom has been struggling with this for a long time. When mom learned we flavored medications, she was elated and has had no medication-related episodes since.

Aimee S.

We had a patient that couldn’t stomach the taste of a vitamin supplement. We were able to find a recipe for and order a masking agent specific for vitamin supplements. That mother was so happy, she hugged us.

Rachel B.

We had a little customer that had to take a lg amount of cleocin and he didn’t want to take it. I mean we couldn’t blame him the smell is horrible. We found out his favorite flavor and flavored it to that. His parents were grateful for the help.

Heather B.

I had a little old lady who was unable to take pills & loathed the taste of her meds. She kept getting sick because she wouldn’t take them. She was ELATED the day she found out all her meds could be flavored! After that day we saw her less (but it’s a good thing!)

Kara S.